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Introduction
The attempt to determine the largest natural decidable fragment of the elementary theory of a given degree structure is one of the recurrent themes of research in computability theory. Such a determination produces a separation of the uniform fragment of the elementary theory from the pathological fragment. Undecidability results are often proved by understanding the uniform fragment and using it to code in an undecidable theory.
A separation along the lines described above has been obtained for most of the degree structures which were initially studied, and has enhanced our understanding of those structures. An attempt to do so for the poset of computably (recursively) enumerable degrees 3 (the language consists of a single non-logical symbol, 6), however, has resisted the efforts of researchers for about three decades. Sacks [l l] showed that any finite poset can be embedded into 9, a result which immediately implies the decidability of the &l-theory of 3. And recently, Lempp et al. [lo] showed that the 30theory of d is undecidable. The decidability of the 'd3-theory of W remains to be determined.
One way to approach the B-theory of .&' is to try to find decision procedures for natural fragments of this theory which are obtained through expansions of the language.
The expansion which has been most extensively studied is that induced by the problem of characterizing the jinite partial lattices which can be embedded into W preserving least element. Partial lattices are structures in the language obtained by adding, to the language of posets, a constant symbol 0 (denoting the least element of the structure), a two-place function symbol (denoting the join operation, which exists as the structure is an upper-semilattice), and (n + We want to consider only certain positive occurrences of this predicate, so do not specify the conditions under which its negation holds. The first partial lattice embedding results were obtained by Lachlan [5] and Yates [14] who embedded the two atom boolean algebra into 3 preserving 0. A summary of the history of the partial lattice embedding problem as of two years ago can be found in [9] . In the past five years, several new results have advanced our knowledge of the elementary theory of &'. We have already mentioned the undecidability result of Lempp et al. [lo] . In addition, Slaman and Soare [12] solved the extension of embeddings problem for the poset .3. More recently, Lempp and Lerman [7] discovered a new lattice, L20, which cannot be embedded into 8 preserving 0, thereby refuting a longstanding conjecture which proposed a necessary and sufficient condition for embeddability preserving 0. It is the purpose of this paper to extend that result in a way which will better explain the phenomenon discovered by Lempp and Lerman. To some extent, this paper is analogous to the paper of Ambos-Spies and Lerman [l] which introduced the non-embedding condition, NEC, as a generalization of the proof of Lachlan and Soare [6] that the lattice Ss cannot be embedded into g. Ambos-Spies and Lerman extracted conditions from the proof of the non-embeddability of Ss, and showed that only these conditions were needed to ensure the success of the proof in [6] . We do the same for &a, and provide a recursion-theoretic condition as well as a lattice-theoretic condition. We introduce constructions for embedding a given partial lattice into .%?, and also for showing that a given partial lattice is not embeddable into 3, and show that one of these constructions will succeed for every ranked jinite pmtiul lattice. More specifically, we show that for such partial lattices, the failures of various instances of the non-embedding construction can be used to produce the combinatorial facts needed to ensure the success of the embedding construction. The results can be extended to some non-ranked partial lattices, and it is our hope that a better understanding of these two constructions will lead to a proof of this type for all finite partial lattices. We note that the importance of our result lies in the discovery of complementary games for embedding and non-embedding for ranked partial lattices.
Our notation follows Soare [13] for the most part. o will denote the set of natural numbers. We use set oracles as arguments for functionals. The use of an axiom is the largest number n such that a question 'n EA?' is asked during the course of defining the axiom, where A is the oracle for the functional defining the axiom. We assume that the use functions for functionals which are not being constructed are non-decreasing, when viewed either as a function of a single number argument, or as a function of the stage argument. We use standard interval notation on the integers, and we use the connection of an interval to a string or a functional to denote the restriction of the string or functional to arguments in that interval. We also use [s] , when assigned to a set or functional, to denote the portion of the set or functional determined by the end of stage s of a given construction. If cr and r are strings, then cr A r denotes the longest common substring of cr and r. We use 1cr to denote the length of the string 0, and c to denote the string pco such that ]pl=IoI -1. 
b, c, S)-expansionary stages at which N does not detain any traces (i.e., no traces ure stopped ut the gate corresponding to this instance of N in the pinball machine construction).
(
ii) Zf s < t <r, t and r are consecutive (e, a, b, c, S)-expansionary stages (i.e., there are no (e,a,b,c,S)-expansionary stages in (t,r)nS), und s is an (e,a,b,c,S)-expunsionary stage at which N does not detain any traces and which is AC-stable at r, then for any u < /(e, a, b, c, s), either t is Ah-stable at r below $:(A:: u) or t is A,-stable at r below cpL(AL; u).
Then N is satisfied. 
Proof. Suppose that Qe(A,)= !&(At,
)
Claim 1. For all (e,a, b,c,S)-expansionary stages t Z s, both cP,(A,; p)[t]=m and 'Y,(Ab; P)[tl =m.
The lemma follows easily from Claim 1, (i), and the above assumptions.
We verify Claim 1 by induction on the (e, a, 6, c, S)-expansionary stages t 2 s. Claim 1 holds for t =s. Suppose that t <r are two consecutive (e,a, b,c,S)-expansionary stages.
If t is A,-stable below cpL(Ai; u) at r, then as p < u, 4 t rp&%; P)=A:, t cp#:; P> and so @&%; PC-1 = @&L; p)[tl =m.
As r is (e, a, 6, c, S) -expansionary,
so Claim 1 holds for r in place of t. Otherwise, by (ii), t is &stable below $:(A;; p) at r. A similar proof can now be given; one need merely interchange Qe and 'u,, and A, and Ab. 0
The pinball machine model for embeddings
The embedding construction will be described using a pinball machine model superimposed on a 0" tree of strategies. The pinball machine model was introduced by Lerman [8] ; a more modem exposition appears in Downey and Shore [4] . The rules for passing from gate to gate in a pinball machine are generally specified within a construction; we call such a set of rules a transition algorithm.
The tree of strategies is Y = (T, <p), where T = (0, 1) <w and < p is the lexicographical order induced by the ordering 0 <p 1. We say that CJ has higher priority than T if r~ <p r. An effective w-ordering {R; : i < W} of all incomparability and meet requirements is specified, and requirement Ri is assigned to all nodes of the tree of length i. We denote the requirement assigned to a~ T as R,. At each stage s of the construction, a current path II, is computed as a finite approximation to a path through the tree, and the true path A through the tree is defined as the union of the set of nodes t such that r C %, for infinitely many s but {t : I$ <p z} is finite. (As lim inf,{& : s < co} = m, this path will have infinite length.) The instance R, of Ri which will be satisfied is for c= n t i. We call cr a diagonakation node if R, is of the form P&b and a meet node if R, is of the form Ne.a,b,c. Followers of a diagonalization node will be candidates on which the requirement attempts to succeed through diagonalization. Followers will need traces for join functionals targeted for a component of the join in order to satisfy join requirements; and these traces may require traces, etc. We will restrict our attention, in this paper, to ranked lattices; these are lattices for which the hereditary trace assignment can always be captured finitarily. We use the word candidate to include both followers and traces.
We now indicate how to compute the current path at stage s, &, through Y, and also describe the action taken by the construction at stage s. For notational convenience, if a is a meet node, then we represent the gate assigned to a as G,. And if r is a diagonalization node, then we represent the hole assigned to z as H,. The current path is defined by induction on (a(. We begin by specifying that () G& Let aC& be given.
First suppose that a is a diagonalization node, with corresponding requirement P&b.
There are three cases. Case 1: a has no uncancelled follower at the beginning of stage s. We specify that & =a-( 1). We assign an unrealized follower p B s to a, and require p to be larger than any candidate which has been previously appointed, and larger than any use (of a functional) computed by the construction before or at stage s. Cuse 3: Otherwise. We specify that AS >a-(0) if 0 has a realized follower, and & > Q-( 1) if (T has an unrealized follower and continue to compute the current path.
We say that a receives attention at stuge s if Case 1 or Case 2 is followed.
Now suppose that a is a meet node corresponding to the requirement N =Ne.a,b,r.
The associated maximum length of agreement function will be that associated with the for all x d /(e, a, b, c, s) for which no current axiom exists, with use larger than any candidate which has been appointed by this stage. We then specify that a-(O) C&, and continue the inductive computation of the current path. (Thus, in a pinball machine construction, if there are candidates currently detained by gate G, coded by a, we fix the highest priority hole H, from which such candidates emanate (it can be shown that such a hole is unique), specify that the current path is r, and move candidates once more in accordance with the transition algorithm generated by r. This transition algorithm represents a finite process allowing the follower assigned to z to enter its target set, while retargeting traces as necessary to satisfy join requirements without injuring any meet requirements. If no candidates are detained by G,, then we pass to the next requirement to determine the current path.)
In all cases, we cancel all candidates assigned to requirements of lower priority than As.
The construction has now been specified, subject to the particulars of the transition algorithm (which will be specified in the next section). We will show that the properties of the transition algorithm suffice to ensure the embeddability of _.Y into .B. Now suppose that rr is an incomparability node. We assume by induction that all incomparability nodes r c (r receive attention only finitely often. Once such action ceases, 0 will receive a follower p which is never cancelled. Our hypothesis on the finiteness of the transition algorithm ensures that g receives attention only finitely often for p. Hence our induction hypothesis holds, and we see from the definition of 1, that {s : A, = o} is finite, so {s : & > CT} is infinite. We now proceed as in the preceding paragraph.
We next show that all requirements are satisfied. Fix a requirement R. If R is not a join requirement, then fix cr c /i such that R, =R. The theorem now follows from Lemmas 2.1-2.3, as the hypotheses of the theorem ensure that these lemmas can be applied. 0
A transition algorithm will be specified in the next section through the use of good blocked target arrays. These arrays will indicate how to order targets for candidates, and assign these targets to nodes of the tree in a way which will ensure the satisfaction of the hypotheses of Lemmas 2.1-2.3.
Blocked target arrays
The strategy for implementing the embedding construction relies on a finitary transition algorithm directing the entry of candidates into their respective target sets in a predetermined order. We will describe the constraints placed on the construction by such a transition algorithm, obtaining an algebraic characterization of the types of sequences which must be generated. We will then introduce a condition whose description relies on sequences of this kind, and which will be necessary and sufficient for the embeddability of a restricted class of lattices. Thus fix such a finite lattice 9 with universe L. We will motivate many of the definitions introduced below by reference to the lattice ~516 pictured below.
The first condition which is required for the satisfaction of join requirements is that if a candidate x is to enter its target set A and A < r @ {Ai}, then a trace y for x must enter some Ai at approximately the same stage. For lattices without critical triples, there is no loss in generality if we require that y and x enter their respective target sets at the same stage. Algebraically, this condition asserts that if a is the element of L corresponding to A, then a together with the elements of L corresponding to the targets of traces for x generate a prime jilter of L, as defined below. As it will be convenient to use vector notation for sequences, we introduce the following notation.
Notation. We will denote the sequence (ao, . . . , ak) by A'; in this case, the dimension of A' is k + 1 and is denoted by dim(i). For r< k, A' 1 r + 1 will denote (ao,. . ,a,).
We use notation i[i,j] to denote the subsequence (a;, . , aj) of 2. i[i,j] is called a beginning of A' if i = 0, and a tail of A' if j = k.
It will not be sufficient to look just at the prime filters generated by targets of candidates for a single number x; we must keep track of the sequence of targets which generates the prime filter. Thus we will need notation to pass from such a sequence to the filter which it generates.
Definition 4.2. Given SC L, then (S) denotes the upward closure of S, i.e., the filter generated by S. If S = {a}, then we write (a) in place of ({a} (If j > 0, then the first block will consist of the elements which are not in dam(h); the remaining blocks consist of sets of elements mapped by h into the same interval.)
We now present an example, using the lattice L16 pictured in Fig. 1 . We pass from elements of the lattice to the corresponding computably enumerable set by replacing lower case letters with upper case letters. Consider what needs to be done to satisfy join requirements for L16 in order to place a number x into CZ. As 4 V b6 2~2, we need to place a number into A6 or B6 to code the entry of x into CZ. Say we choose to do this coding by placing z into Ag. Now we also have b2 V cs 2~2, so we must also code the entry of x into C, by placing a number into Cs or B2; say that we choose to place y into &. We now must also be concerned with the join a6 V b6 3 ba. However, if we force 2 to enter its target set at least as earIy as y enters its target set, then no more action needs to be taken. set, a replacement trace is needed to satisfy the join requirement b6 V c-5 2 ~4. In order to make progress, we will want to choose C5 as the target set for the replacement trace.
As c5 6 bl, we may add c5 to the block for the current gate. which now contains a6 and c-4. As @j V 66 2~5. the replacement trace will also need a trace targeted for Ah.
There are now two ways to proceed. The first is to introduce a new target sequence (&j,c5,a6,c4) which will pass the current gate as a block; this requires no additional blocking. Alternatively, we may want to use the original trace targeted for & instead of introducing a new trace. Our new target sequence then becomes (a&c&Cd), and all are in the same block for the current gate. This action, however. threatens the satisfaction of a meet requirement corresponding to al A bl = ~1, as a6 <al, 66 < bl, and if the trace targeted for Cs enters its target set but the trace targeted for Cd fails to enter its target set, then we will not have corrected an old meet computation from oracle Cl as the trace targeted for C5 will be too large. In this case, we must place c5 and t4 in the same block for all subsequent gates, thus forcing correction from the old trace targeted for CJ. The above description is meant to convey tw.0 points of intuition. The first is that blocks are used as a way to group target sets which can safely be released by the current gate simultaneously. The second is that when the blocks are defined, we may sometimes be forced, in advance, to specify that such targets must be in the same block for a yet higher priority gate. The transition maps T introduced in Definition 4.5 are also reflected in the above example. As numbers enter their target sets, we pass from one blocked target sequence to another; the transition map indicates how the new targets correspond to the old targets. We indicate how to define the transition map for the two situations mentioned above. First assume that we pass from (bh,a6.c4) to (a& q,ah,c~). Then the domain of T is { 1,2} corresponding to wanting to define images for the second and third elements of the original sequence, i.e., the elements whose corresponding traces have not yet entered their target sets. Thus we define T( 1) = 2 and T(2) = 3 to indicate the elements of the new sequence to which these old elements are assigned (these are the third and fourth elements, respectively, of the new sequence). For the second case, the new sequence is (~6, ~5, cd). In this case. we define T( 1) = 0 and T(2) = 2 to designate the elements of the new sequence to which these old elements are assigned.
The other functions introduced in this section are the prohibition functions gr of Definition 4.7. These are functions which indicate that, when passing to a new blocked target sequence, new targets may not be introduced between consecutive elements of an old blocked target sequence without causing potential injury to a meet requirement.
We see this in the above example, in passing from (bb,a(,,cj) to (&,,c5,c4). We place all higher priority gates corresponding to a meet of the form al A bl = cl into g( 1 ).This corresponds to making the statement that we will injure a computation at such a gate, as the targets corresponding to an element with subscript d 1, i.e. b6 and a6, will injure computations from A 1 and Bi but not from Ci . The role of the function g is to keep track of when the situation is dangerous for the specified gate, and when no danger exists. In the dangerous situation, we will prevent a new target for some d <cl from being placed between a6 and cd, unless d is in a block for that gate which already has an already existing element e <cl. In the above case, the placement of c5 is allowed only if c5 and cd are placed in the same block for every gate corresponding to a meet of the form al A 61 = cl. Thus the traces corresponding to such gates will pass the gate together. If the gate is on the true path, both traces will eventually enter their target sets. Thus first the trace targeted for A6 will enter its target set, causing an injury to a computation from oracle Al on some argument x. At the next expansionary stage for the gate, a new computation will be found with larger use. Next, the trace targeted for B6 will enter its target set, causing an injury to a computation from oracle BI on the same argument x. At the next expansionary stage for the gate, a new computation will be found with larger use. When the trace targeted for Cd later enters its target set, it will injure the computations from oracles Al and B1 on argument x, without correcting the corresponding computation from oracle Ci. However, the trace targeted for Cs passes this gate simultaneously with that targeted for Cd, and the computations for that gate will not be redefined until both have entered their target set. Hence if the gate is on the true path, then the trace targeted for Cs will eventually enter its target set and correct the computation from oracle Ci on argument x for that gate.
Cuts are defined in Definition 4.5 below, and depend on blocking functions. Thus given the blocked target sequence (ae, b6,cq) with blocks BO = {ag} and BI = {be,cq} the cut C(0) determined by the first element is the union of the blocks containing elements of the sequence which lie in blocks containing elements with index GO; thus C(0) = Bo. Similarly, the cut C( 1) determined by the second element is the union of the blocks containing elements of the sequence which lie in blocks containing elements with index < 1; thus C(0) = Bo U BI = (ah, be, Cq).
In order to arrange for the follower x to enter its target set during the course of a pinball machine construction, we may have to modify the covering sequence A' for x (see the preceding paragraph for an example); in doing so, we allow the candidates targeted for a beginning of A' to enter their respective target sets, and incorporate the remaining tail of A' into a new covering sequence 2 for x. We call this process retargeting. The retargeting process is subject to transition rules which restrict the possibilities for C. We can either express these rules globally by keeping track of the sequence of covering sequences as was done for the formulation of EC by AmbosSpies and Lerman [2] , or proceed as below, transforming the global restrictions to local restrictions by imposing additional structure on covering sequences to obtain blocked target sequences. (The embedding condition given below subsumes that of [2] if we restrict ourselves to the class of ranked finite lattices, but we do not know if the conditions are equivalent.) Each blocked target sequence will specify additional functions for a covering sequence i= (ao, . . , ak) which will depend on a fixed finite sequence of requirements. We will add several functions. The first function, f, will determine the gate or hole of the pinball machine which currently controls the candidate y assigned to a each element of A'. This gate or hole will correspond either to the diagonalization requirement which created the follower x for which y is a (hereditary) trace, or the meet requirement assigned to the gate at which y now sits. Implicit here is the assumption that we can effectively recover the requirement from the index of the gate or hole.
The other functions, 5, induce blocked covering sequences on a tail of A', namely, the elements of the blocked target sequence which have not yet passed Gj. The elements in each interval of the range of hi will pass the gate G, together, as a single block, as described in the example above. Thus we will need to require that each interval in rng(hi ) is contained in an interval in m&hi+,). 
(4.4) V'io,il ~k~jj'd(hj(io)=h,(i,)~f(io)=f(il)).
We define the j-blocks of this sequence by
Each blocked target sequence is a snapshot of the configuration of targets for candidates at a given stage of a pinball machine construction. The embedding proof requires a good sequence of snapshots. Thus we need to impose certain restrictions on the transition from target sequence to target sequence. A blocked target array corresponds to a sequence of blocked target sequences with transition maps x between successive sequences which obeys the transition rules specified in (4.5)-(4.11) below. Rather than presenting the rules simultaneously, we present them in groups, with motivation.
(Additional conditions, determining when such an array is good, will be added later. The good blocked target arrays will produce the transition algorithm specified in the preceding section; the finiteness of the array ensures that the transition algorithm is The first sequence of the blocked target array ensures the satisfaction of the diagonalization requirement assigned to H,, so all candidates are subject to restraint by H,.
Once the follower for H, is realized, all candidates are released, and are subject to controi by the gates. Thus we have:
The requirement is finally satisfied when all candidates for H,, have entered their respective target sets. Hence the last snapshot of the array is characterized by 
(4.10) ri~U~ki~ai.,=ai+l,~;(,).
We now define I;-'(j) for j<ki+l to be {u<ki:
This fimction is iterated; thus for r<i + 1, we define Tr<:l(j)=Z',-' 0 ... o q-'(j). Note that T-' = q,;;,. For U-CM, Tr;:, determines u-cuts Cu,r,r+, in A', defined as follows:
G,r.;+,(A = {G,U : 3w E h,,(~~~:,(j))(vbw)}. We also define Cu,;,i(j) = U {Bi,,(w) :
W<j>. We pause to explain the notation following (4.11) in words. c-'(j) is the set of s < ki such that z(s) < j, so captures the set of all elements of & which correspond to elements of ii+, with subscripts <j, together with those elements of A; which do not correspond to elements of ii+, . We wish not only to consider this connection between .Zi and ii+i+l, but to consider similar connections between 2,. and &+I for r d i. Thus the map is iterated as rr$,(j). The latter is the set of sdk, such that iterating the T-maps from r through i either gives rise to an element of ii+, of subscript <j, or the iteration produces an element which has entered its target set by the time ii+, has been reached. To obtain Cu,r.i+l (j), we begin with the element a,+l,i E Ai+, ; we next pass to elements of A: with subscripts in Tr;y, (j), which, as described above, is the largest beginning of A: containing no element which is mapped to any a;+~.,~ for s>j by iterating the T-maps; finally, we enlarge this beginning of A', by closing under u-blocks, i.e., blocks of A: for the gate G,.
Remark 4.6. Recall that if c cd EL, then A, is a component (under a direct sum)
of Ad.
We now discuss how to pass from a good blocked target array { (&, fi, ii) : i d m} to a transition algorithm for a pinball machine construction. Each sequence in the array reflects the assignment of witnesses to gates at a given stage; and this assignment changes to that given by the next sequence in the array when one of these witnesses enters its target set. When an element appears in ,& or in A', -i;_l it is assigned a candidate which is larger than any candidate or use encountered prior to that point of the construction. The candidates assigned to elements of I& -ii+i+l are the numbers which enter their target set when we pass to a new configuration of candidates. f; determines the gate to which the element is assigned. We set h,,,(j) = h,.,(w) if, defining i(j) (i(w), resp. ) as the smallest s > i such that either j @ dom( TV_ 10. . . By (4.9) and (4.10) the remaining elements of 2; have the same order in i,+I as they had in ii, and by (4.1 l), any such elements lying in the same O-block of 2; are also in the same O-block of A*+,. The lemma now follows from the process of assigning traces to targets in the preceding section. 0
We now define a sequence of prohibition functions (gi : i <m) which restrict the placement of specified targets at locations in &+I, based on the cut in A', determined by the location. The blocked target arrays which obey these restrictions are the ones which are good, and so can be used for embedding constructions. There are two active clauses to the definition of gi, which is a map from [0, ki] into {Gj :j <n}. The intent of these clauses is to prevent the appointment of a trace targeted for A, when p/q and p A q <r at a point where preceding candidates present at the time of appointment will enter A, and A,, but no such candidate will safely enter A,. The first of these clauses specifies those gates G, in gi_i(w) which are removed in passing to gi( I;_1 (w)). The condition states that a gate corresponding to p A q <r is removed iff no element in Bi,u(U) for v <w is < p, or no such element is <q. If the gate cannot be removed from the cut, then we will have a situation where computations from oracles A, and A, will separately be injured later, with the length of agreement recovering. The addition of a candidate targeted for A,. will simultaneously injure both new computations and there will be no way to force these to return to the old value, and no ability to correct the corresponding computation from A,, which requires a yet smaller candidate targeted (i) Suppose that i>O and G, corresponds to p A q<r. Given sd ki, fix the greatest t, such that hi.C(tL,) = hi,,(s), and the greatest w<ki-1, such that either Ti_i(w) t or
Or V >ji_l .
(ii) Suppose that G, corresponds to p A q d r. Given s < ki, fix the greatest t, such that hi,v(tp) = hi,,(s).
(iii) No gates are placed in gi(s) except those specified by (i)-(iii) above.
We note that gi is well-defined and invariant for elements in a block Bj,o(U), i.e., if The remaining condition is needed to satisfy meet requirements. This condition requires that, for candidates at the gate Gj, corresponding to the meet condition p A q 6 Y, we do not allow targets for both p and q to pass by the gate simultaneously unless either a candidate with target r simultaneously passes by the gate and can trace its appointment, hereditarily, to the time at which the candidates targeted below p or q are appointed, or the candidates injuring one of p or q are too large to injure any computation currently being held at this gate. We keep track of this by seeing whether
Gj, E gl(s) for any s such that hi.j,(s) = hi,j,(O). The embedding condition is defined in terms of good blocked target arrays. 
(Thus Qe(A,; u)[si] = 'Y,(A,; U)[Si]
, for all i 6 m, and for any such i > 0, the computation produced by one of these timctionals at si_1 remains intact at si as there is no injury to the oracle, but both computations are injured between s, and s,+i due to the entry of x or one of its traces into its target set. As the use of all axioms in existence at stage SO is greater than any candidate which has been appointed by stage SO, it follows from the cancellation procedure and 
The non-embedding construction
We now present a construction whose aim is to show that a given ranked (defined below) finite lattice Y with universe {di : i <h} cannot be embedded into B. We will show, in the next section, that if the construction fails to prove non-embeddability, then it can be used to generate a good blocked target array for the given sequence of requirements; we can then piece these together to show that 3' is embeddable into 3.
Definition 5.1. Let a EL be join irreducible. We say that a has rank 1 if (a) is a prime filter of L. Suppose, by induction, that the elements of L of rank n have been determined. Then a has rank n + 1 if c1 does not have rank IZ and given any minimal covering sequence F for a, all elements of p have rank <n. We say that L is ranked if every join irreducible element of L has a rank.
We illustrate Definition 5.1 with some examples. These are the only minimal join relations affecting cd and ~2, so these two elements have rank 3. Finally, a6 V ~2, b6 V ~2, a6 V ~4, bt, V c4 3~1, so CI has rank 4.
Example 5.3.
Consider the lattice L ii of Fig. 2 . As aVq2p and bVp2q, p and q are not ranked, so this lattice is not a ranked lattice.
Fix a ranked finite lattice 9 with universe L, and assume that the ranks of elements of L are in [ 1, k] . Under the assumption that 9' fails to satisfy EC 1 as witnessed by the non-existence of a good blocked target array for the sequence of requirements corresponding to Y = (Go,. . . , G,,_I, H,,), we show that 9 cannot be embedded into 9'. We fix the elements of L corresponding to the above requirements; thus we let G; correspond to a meet requirement for pi A qi <ri, and H,, correspond to the diagonaiization requirement a $ b. The proof is by contradiction; thus we fix a lattice embedding of 9 into B'. Without loss of generality, we assume that for each element a EL, if b <a and b is join-irreducible, then Ab is a direct summand of A,. We will be defining a tree of strategies in the sense of the Lachlan Non-Diamond Theorem. If cr is a node on this tree with 101 = i < n and a gate G,, which tries to contradict the meet condition pi A qi <ri, is assigned to CJ', then the attempts made to satisfy the requirement assigned to G, will be predicated on the failure to contradict the meet requirements assigned to the gates G, for all r c 0. Let { Y'j : j <co} be an effective enumeration of the computable partial functionals. Our strategies will be indexed by The meet requirement will be contradicted if we can show that:
(In the embedding construction, computations of a set are given computably from A, and A, at gate Gi, and the embedding player must compute that set from A,. In the non-embedding construction, the non-embedding player computes a set D, from A, and A,, at gate G, with ]gI= i, and tries to diagonalize against all possible ways of computing that set from A,. The correspondence of gates and holes in passing from the embedding game to the non-embedding game is to take a hole assigned to r in the non-embedding game, and to take, as the gates, those assigned to nodes p c z which, according to the guess generated by r, have infinitely many expansionary stages.) However, we may not succeed in satisfying (5.2); thus predicated on the failure of (5.2) as witnessed by o of length n, we build a computable partial functional O,, to satisfy the requirement: ( 
5.3) R, :Vi<t~(D,p,i-11 = Yc(i)(A, )) + Aa = @o(Ab ),
The satisfaction of this condition allows us to conclude that 9' cannot be embedded into 9, as it contradicts an incomparability relationship of 9. The failure to satisfy this condition will enable us to define a good blocked target array for 9'.
We now begin a description of the steps of the construction designed to satisfy R,.
We introduce notation as follows; whenever we have a functional @(A), we define
OR(@)=A.
We introduce functionals which will be used to show that all join requirements are satisfied. Rather than introducing functionals for all possible joins, we restrict ourselves to a smaller set, and will show later that this set suffices. For each d EL and every
subset E of join irreducible elements of L such that IEl3 2 and d Q //E but d Q v F
for any proper subset F of E, we fix a computable partial functional Q~J such that ad,E (@{A,: e E E}) =Ad. These are the only join ftmctionals which will be used within the construction, and are collected into a set Y?". As witnesses to satisfy (5.2) or to contradict the conclusion of (5.3) are appointed during the course of the construction, we need to track their effect on injuring computations specified in the conclusion of (5.1). For this purpose, we now introduce sets As demonstrated by the discussion centering on Example 5.4, XL_, (x, c) captures all ordered pairs of traces and their corresponding markers that can possibly code the entry of x into A, at stage s for join requirements. The entry of these traces into their target sets may need to be coded by other join requirements (this coding is done through the relevant L'~,E), so we iterate this process to obtain X,_-2(x,c), etc. As our lattice is ranked, this iteration will stabilize after a finite number of steps which we can set in advance, giving rise to the number of steps k; and the set at which stabilization occurs is denoted by P(x,c).
The maximum trace in this set targeted for Ad for some d <e is CO&, c,s); and the function w, is extended to encompass finite starting sets instead of singletons (x, c). The largest trace targeted below any set is captured by the function 0.
We track the progress of the construction by defining functions Attempts to satisfy requirements will be tied to strings CJ E cc)", and for each such cr, we will have separate attacks for each z < o. If C, z E CO" and y, z < w, then the portions of the construction implemented for (t, y) and (a,~) will have no interaction unless CJ = z and y =z, so no priority is needed. Thus we will describe the construction for (0,~) in isolation.
We begin with an intuitive description of the terminology which will be used. We first fix z for an attempt to define O,(Ab;z) z&(z), and will call z a (cr,n,z)-witness.
In order for the embedding player to win a play of the game, z must enter A, after this axiom is defined; this requires all traces for z in the iterated tracing process to enter their respective target sets as well. But a win for the embedding player is not sufficient; it must be converted to a good blocked target array if it is to be useful. Thus the nonembedding player is required to simulate the gate action of the embedding game. This entails the appointment of (CJ, i,z)-witness to be used to diagonalize at gate G; whenever (4.13) is violated. In order to be responsive to injuries to axioms caused by potential traces of z (these are captured by the sets X"(z,a)), a witness x must be larger than any such trace (so the use of any axiom on argument x will also be larger than any such trace). The non-embedding player can only fail to win an attempt at using xi to diagonalize at Gi at stage s if some number < t,&,(A~,,xi) first enters A, at some stage t >s. We call $iCi,(A:,,xi) the (a,i,z)-marker corresponding to xi. When a number less than or equal to such a marker enters its target set, traces for this number must also enter their target sets, which may cause another violation of (4.13). Thus diagonalization witnesses must be appointed to cope with these markers as well. The order of appointment of such witnesses and their gate assignment follows the pattern of expansionary stages in the embedding construction. After appointing z, we observe, in order, expansionary stages for the following gates: Go, G1, Go, Gz, Go, G1, Go, G3,. . . , each acting as a diagonalization witness in response to traces of markers for previous diagonalization witnesses. The priority of the witnesses coincides with their order of appointment, but if two witnesses are appointed at the same stage, then the higher priority of the witnesses is appointed for an earlier gate in the above sequence. (Thus a gate may have many witnesses with different priorities, depending on where in the ordering above it was assigned; once appointed and found to be useful. these witnesses are not cancelled even if a replacement witness is needed.) Each witness, when appointed, must be larger than any potential trace for a marker of a higher priority witness, and the function H below is used to keep track of the size a witness must exceed. An expansionary stage for a gate must not only satisfy the usual conditions, but must also provide a length of agreement as large as required by H. Certification of a witness occurs when the witness is realized and realized witnesses are in place for the traces of its markers at all higher priority gates. Before certification, a witness becomes viable when it is suitable for any diagonalization situation caused by traces of markers of higher priority.
If a number x is targeted for A, at stage s then the weak stability of x at s captures the notion that the potential trace patterns for the entry of x into A, have not changed between stages s -1 and s. If x is a (a,i,z)-witness, then stability for x at stage s corresponds to weak stability for the marker up for x (which is targeted for A,) at stage s.
We now present the precise definitions. Suppose that rr E w" and z <o are given, and let z be targeted for A, as we are trying to define O,(Ab;z). We will call 2 a (0, n,z)-~itnrss. During the attack on cr for z, we will appoint diagonalization witnesses x, for gate Gi (call x, a (cr, i,z)-witness) at various stages s of the construction, and we may have several (0, i,z)-witnesses available simultaneously. We say that the (g, i.z)-witness x has higher priority than the (a,j,z)-witness y if either x was appointed as a witness before y was appointed as a witness, or x and y were appointed as witnesses at the same stage and i<j.
Certain witnesses will be associated with markers. In such a situation, the priority of the marker is the same as the priority of the witness. We will say that the (a,i,z)-witness x, is realized at stage s if
Yn,,,(A,.,;xi)[s] 1 =D,[o,i_l](xi).
The size of witnesses is important and depends on the certification process for witnesses. These two concepts will be defined by simultaneous induction. Once the definition of certification is completed at stage s -1, a lower bound H(i, s) for the lengths of agreement for the functionals associated with G,+, is defined as follows for i E [-1, n -21. For i 3 -1, we require H(i, s) to be the smallest number which satisfies the following conditions whenever x is a (o, j,z)-witness for some j <n which has higher priority than some uncancelled (a, i,z)-witness at stage s (this condition is vacuous for i = -1 ), and v is a (o, j,z)-witness for some j E (i, n] which has been appointed before stage s and has not been cancelled before stage s or 
LI~~~,~-~~(A~,) and A,p,-l~(Aq,)
total, we will have to cancel uncertified witnesses when a higher priority witness either becomes unstable, or its realization is recognized through 
z)[s] = AZ(z).
Fix 0 E 0". We effectively partition the integers into infinitely many infinite sets, and effectively assign a different such set S,,, to the attack on G for z which tries to satisfy R,. The non-embedding construction. At stage 0, all sets are empty and all functionals are undefined. If the construction has not halted at stage s > 0, then we proceed through stage s of the construction for each rr E w" such that o(i) <s for all i < 101 and each z ds for which there is no uncancelled attack on (T for z which has been terminated.
If there is an uncancelled attack on cr for z which has been terminated, we follow only Case 1 and Step 7 of Case 4 when their defining conditions occur, and ignore the remaining cases. Fix o and z. We follow the instructions for the first of Cases 1-4 below which applies. We assume that z is targeted for A,.
Case 1: (Cancel the current attuck on u fbr z.) There is a (0,n)-witness _V<Z which is certified at the end of stage s -1, and Ai r 8&d-'; y) #A;-' 1 @(A;-'; y).
In this case, we cancel the current attack on rr for z and the certification of z, cancel all witnesses and markers assigned for this attack, and cancel all (rr, i,z)-gaps for all i<n. (If i = n, only Step 5 will be followed to certify z.)
Step 1: (Cancel witnesses. j There is a j <n and a pair (x, c) chosen so that either (x, c) = (z, a) and j = n, or x is a (o,j,z)-marker which has not yet been cancelled and c =rj, such that n is weakly (o,j,z,c)-unstable at stage s. Fix such an x of highest priority, and cancel all uncertified witnesses of lower priority than x. We now proceed through the remaining steps by induction on i dn. Substage i of stage s will consist of the portion of the construction carried out for i.
Step 2: (Gpen a (a, i, Step 4 For axioms whose use changes from the previous use, the new use will be the smallest number which is greater than any use or witness previously encountered in the construction for (a,,-). If t <s is the last stage at which an axiom for x was defined, then the use for x at stage s will be the same as the use for x at stage t unless x is an uncancelled (rr. i,z)-witness which is (a, i,z, r;)-unstable at some stage in (t, s].
This completes the construction. We define p E wG" as follows, under the assumption that the construction does not halt. We begin by specifying that 8 C: which were appointed after x was appointed, or which were appointed when x was appointed for some j >i, are cancelled at stage ~4, unless s4 =sg and x was realized at SO. Thus the only uncancelled followers in existence at the end of stage s4 are those which were in existence at stage SO, and x. Thus x is viable at stage ~4. By Step 6, no new (a, j,z)-witnesses for j >i can be appointed until x is certified. Thus x will remain viable until x is certified. We now see that x will be certified at the first (a, i -l,z)-stable stage t>s4 such that l',,i(t)2H(i,~4), $i,Ji(A;;,x), which must exist by induction and as IpI >i, and by the comments about appointment of witnesses, t will be (a,&~)-stable.
( We are now ready to prove the non-embedding result. show how to construct a good blocked target array should this occur.
We observe that the above construction is essentially the pinball machine construction for the sequence 9 as viewed by the non-embedding player; the various rr of length n anticipate all possible strategies by the embedding player.
Building a good hounded target array
Fix notation as in the preceding section. Suppose that every element of Y has rank Gk. Let Y= (Go, . . , G,_i, H,,) be a sequence of requirements for which the nonembedding construction of the preceding section halts, and fix 0 and z such that the non-embedding construction halts for an attack on 0 for z. Let z be targeted for A,. Let s(z) be the stage at which z was certified, and let t(z) be the stage at which the non-embedding construction halts.
The indices for sequences of the good blocked target array which we define will correspond to the stages s E [s(z), t(z)] consisting of s(z), t(z), and the stages at which there is an i<n such that some uncancelled certified (a, i,z)-witness is (g, i,z)-unstable at stage S. Let S = {si : i Gm} be the standard ordering of these stages. Thus SO =s(z) and s, = t(z).
The set S above is the set of stages witnessing our ability to defeat the nonembedding strategy. The first stage is the stage at which the initial foiiower was appointed, and the last stage is the stage at which that follower entered its target set. We now define another set Y, of ordered pairs, consisting of selected candidates and their target sets. These will be candidates which entered their target sets at some stage in S, and are either followers, correction markers, or hereditary traces for followers or correction markers needed to satisfy join requirements. For each such pair, we pick out its stage of appointment and its stage of entry into its target set. We will then indicate how to obtain a good blocked target array from the second coordinates of elements of Y. We first define a set F of pairs of candidates and their target sets; the candidates will either be the follower at the hole H,,, or the correction markers for diagonalization witnesses at a gate. Thus (w, e) E F if either (w, e) = (z, a), or e = ri for some i <n and w is a (a, i,z)-marker which is first certified at a stage s>s(z) and there is a Proof. Suppose that all elements of hi,i+I (Ug) are less than all elements of hi,j+l (u1). Proof. As @~(A~;z)>~b(z,a,so), the failure of (4.12) would require the cancellation of the attack on r~ for I, contrary to our assumption. Proof. We will try to provide some intuition for this proof (contained in parenthetical remarks) by relating it to the pinball machine construction; we have already observed that the non-embedding construction is the pinball machine construction viewed from the perspective of the non-embedding player.
We assume that the antecedent of (4.13) holds for Gj, but the conclusion fails, and obtain a contradiction. (We now show that the uses of dp(Ap, each gate, and requires one of these functionals to preserve its computation between expansionary stages for the gate, and EC1 is modified to require good blocked target arrays for requirements for a partial lattice. The definition of a good blocked target array remains unchanged. Ranks are assigned to sets J = {j; : i <k} of join irreducibles such that whenever Mk(ji ,. . .,jk,c) holds, then c3ji
for some i<k (these replace join irreducibles which are really principal filters). The non-embedding construction can be applied to such ranked partial lattices (rank ensures that the sets xS( y,d) are
